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DOG FOSTER PROGAM 
 
 

By opening your home and heart to a dog in need, you help save the life of an otherwise homeless or 
helpless animal.   The feeling of accomplishment and eventual joy that comes with knowing that you 
have made a difference in a dog’s life is one of the best feeling you will have.   
 
All dogs in our care have had, or will have, an initial veterinary examination, are spayed/neutered (age & 
health permitting), vaccinated and microchipped.   
 
We provide the supplies like collars, leashes, food and medical care.  You provide the love, care, exercise 
and your home.   
 
 

(1) We hope that you can be committed to our foster program in order for the dog that is placed in 
your home, to be socialized, loved and eventually adopted directly from your home to their 
forever home. The amount of time needed to find a dog’s forever home can vary from weeks to 
months.   If, for any reason, you cannot continue, we request that you can give us at least 2 
weeks’ notice. 

      
(2) Please understand that most of the dogs that we handle at MHS are primarily surrendered by 

their owner for various reasons or rescued/accepted from overcrowded or high-kill shelters.  
They may have gone through a lot before our rescue, so be prepared for some adjustment 
problems in the beginning.  It can be stressful for both you and the dog to be in a new situation.    
The first 2 weeks would be most challenging but please don’t give up too soon! For any 
behavioural issues of the dog, we can assist by providing professional advice/training.   

 
(3) Please give us at least one weeks’ notice when you require the replenishment of food. 

     
(4) You, being the foster parent, will know the dog best. We would solicit your help when 

screening/vetting potential adopters.  We also request that you make your home available to a 
prospective adopter.   The final decision of the adoption is still with MHS.   

 

 
     “With time, patience, knowledge & LOVE, most pet problems can be solved.” 
 

 
Together,  

we will change the lives of these dogs  
 


